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For today's card I used the Bottled Happiness stamp set, paper from the Tea Boutique 6" x 6" 
Designer Series Paper, the Deckled Rectangles Dies and the Stylish Shapes Dies.  I also used 
four of the new five In Colors!  I love how this gate fold turned out.  Read on for more details!

Card Cuts:
Card Base - Cut 1 Starry Sky cardstock to 8-1/2" x 5-1/2", score ate 2-1/8", rotate and 
score the other end at 2-1/8"

•

DSP Panels for Card Front - Cut 2 yellow stripe pattern paper from the Tea Boutique 
DSP to 5-3/8" x 2"

•

Mat - Cut 1 Parakeet Party cardstock to 4-1/8" x 2-3/4"•
Panel for Card Front - Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to approximately 4-1/4" x 3"•
Belly Band - Cut 1 Sweet Sorbet cardstock to 1-1/4" x 10"•
Sentiment Label - Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to approximately 2" x 2"•
Sentiment Mat - Cut 1 Starry Sky to approximately 2-1/4" x 2-1/4"•
Inside Mat - Cut 1 Sweet Sorbet cardstock to 5-3/8" x 4-1/8"•
Inside Panel - Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to 5-1/4" x 4"•
Envelope Flap - Cut 1 coordinating DSP to 2-3/4" x 6"•

1. 
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Begin with the white panel piece measuring approximately 4-1/4" x 3".  Using the small, 
short bottle from the Bottled Happiness stamp set, stamp the bottle in Orchid Oasis ink.  
Next, stamp the flowers from the same stamp set in Sweet Sorbet ink.  Stamp the leaves in 
Parakeet Party ink.  Note:  The flower and leaves stamps from this set line up with each 
other.  I recommend test stamping on a scrap piece of paper a few times before 
stamping on your cardstock to get the feel for how the stamped images line up.  Using 
the 3rd from the largest die from the Deckled Rectangles die set, die cut the panel - being 
sure to center the die over the image.

2. 

While you have these stamps and inks out (from Step #2 above) stamp the 
bottle/flower/leaves images onto the inside white panel and the envelope front. 

3. 

Stamp the sentiment "Overflowing with happiness" onto the inside white panel.  Adhere the 
inside white panel to its Sweet Sorbet mat, then adhere this unit inside of the card.

4. 

Adhere the two DSP panels to the card front.5. 
Adhere the white, stamped panel to its Parakeet Party mat, then adhere the panel to the left 
"gate" flap only using Stampin' Dimensionals.  Hint:  Lay the panel right side down on the 
card front and center, then with a pencil mark the midway point and use this as a 
guideline to apply Dimensionals to the back of the unit.  You want the Dimensionals to 
adhere to only the left gate of the card.

6. 

Stamp the sentiment "Sending a little message" from the Bottled Happiness stamp set in 
Starry Sky ink onto the sentiment label, then die cut the sentiment label and its Starry Sky 

7. 
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mat using square dies from the Stylish Shapes Dies set.
Lay the Sweet Sorbet Belly Band under the card, making sure that it is centered under the 
card vertically.  Wrap the band ends to the front of the card and adjust as necessary so that 
the band ends meet in the middle of the card.  Be careful not to wrap the band too tightly 
as the band should move freely so that it can be removed.  Using a small amount of 
Stampin' Seal, adhere the band ends together, overlapping one of the band ends over the 
other.  Using Stampin' Seal or glue, adhere the Starry Sky sentiment label mat to the center 
of the belly band, covering up where the band ends joined together.  Using Stampin' 
Dimensionals, adhere the white sentiment label to its Starry Sky mat.

8. 

Lastly, adhere the piece of the coordinating DSP to the envelope flap and fussy cut around 
the flap to finish off.

9. 

The card is complete!  I love the bright cheerful colors in this card and the upbeat sentiments.  I 
hope you enjoy making this simple gate fold as much as I did!

Products used to create this card are included on the next page.
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Bottled Happiness 
Photopolymer 

Stamp Set 
(English) - 158684

Price: $23.00

Add to Cart

Tea Boutique 6" X 
6" (15.2 X 15.2 
Cm) Designer 
Series Paper - 

158659

Price: $12.00

Add to Cart

Deckled 
Rectangles Dies - 

159173

Price: $30.00

Add to Cart

Stylish Shapes 
Dies - 159183

Price: $30.00

Add to Cart

Starry Sky 8-1/2" X 
11" Cardstock - 

159263

Price: $9.25

Add to Cart

Sweet Sorbet 8-
1/2" X 11" 

Cardstock - 
159268

Price: $9.25

Add to Cart

Parakeet Party 8-
1/2" X 11" 

Cardstock - 
159259

Price: $9.25

Add to Cart

Basic White 8-1/2" 
X 11" Cardstock - 

159276

Price: $10.25

Add to Cart

Basic White 
Medium Envelopes 

- 159236

Price: $7.50

Add to Cart

Starry Sky Classic 
Stampin' Pad - 

159212

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Sweet Sorbet 
Classic Stampin' 

Pad - 159216

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Parakeet Party 
Classic Stampin' 

Pad - 159208

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Orchid Oasis 
Classic Stampin' 

Pad - 159214

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Multipurpose 
Liquid Glue - 

110755

Price: $4.00

Add to Cart

Stampin' 
Dimensionals - 

104430

Price: $4.25

Add to Cart
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Stampin' Seal - 
152813

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Paper Trimmer - 
152392

Price: $25.00

Add to Cart

Stampin' Cut & 
Emboss Machine - 

149653

Price: $125.00

Add to Cart
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